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Creamfields drug dealers jailed for over 31 years - 

Vikings Hope To Support Family Of Kato Ottio After Fundraising Campaign Raises Thousands - 

Detectives appeal for information following an aggravated burglary in Widnes - 

CCTV Released After Attempted Rape Of 10 Year Old Girl - 
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There's no longer any question at all: Russians meddled in the 2016 U.S. election, and they
relied on social media tools we can all use.

Facebook and its photo-sharing site, Instagram, are mentioned dozens of times in the
indictment handed down Friday by special counsel Robert Mueller. Twitter, YouTube, and
PayPal are also mentioned at various points. 

SEE ALSO: The 9 craziest things from latest Mueller indictment against Russian trolls

Mueller, for those catching up, was appointed to investigate alleged foreign meddling in the
2016 U.S. election by the Justice Department in May 2017. The Friday indictment is only the latest
development in the lengthy process of disentangling who interfered and how they did it. Read more...
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It's not just Apple feeling the effects of lackluster iPhone X sales.

Samsung is also now grappling with the same problem. Since Apple relies on the Korean
tech giant for the iPhone X's expensive display panels, it is now searching for a new buyer,
according to a report from Nikkei.

SEE ALSO: Why Apple doesn't need to sell more iPhones anymore

This new development follows earlier reports that Apple was cutting production of the
iPhone X after slowing sales. 

The problem for Samsung, though, is that it's proving more difficult than expected to find takers for
the leftover OLED display panels originally intended for the iPhone X. Nikkei reports that Samsung
had been counting on other smartphone-makers to follow Apple's lead and start using the more
expensive OLED displays. Read more...
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There are many layers to great art — sometimes literally. 

We are reminded of this fact by researchers at the Art Institute of Chicago's Center for Scientific
Studies in the Arts, who have revealed hidden details lurking beneath the Pablo Picasso
masterpiece "La miséreuse accroupie." 
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SEE ALSO: This app tells you which museum art you look like and it's way too real

While the presence of another artwork — specifically, a painting of the Catalan countryside
by a different artist — below Picasso's "Crouching Beggar" has been known about since the
1990s, Science reports that we now are able to see previously hidden elements of Picasso's
work.  Read more...
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One of the best features in iOS 11 was the addition of new markup features that made it
much easier to edit screenshots without having to go find them in the Photos app. Now,
Google is coming out with its own take.

Android already includes ways to do this, but — like so much of Android — it depends on
which phone you have since it's not an official part of the operating system. 

SEE ALSO: Download this: Microsoft's new app makes photo transfers much easier

The latest beta for the Google app on Android includes new screenshot-editing tool that functions
very similarly to Apple's markup tool. Once enabled, the app will surface a prompt after you take a
screenshot anywhere in the Google app.  Read more...

More about Tech, Google, Android, Apps And Software, and Google Search  
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